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US regulators say they
are open to feedback on
capital requirement
changes as banks speak
up
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The news: As US financial regulators �nalize their proposals to raise bank capital

requirements to meet an agreement by the Basel Committee of banking regulators, major

banks are pushing back and smaller banks are being spared.

Prompted by the 2008 global financial crisis, the new global capital requirements are due to

come into e�ect in 2025. US regulators planned to roll out their proposals by the end of June,

but the timeframe has now trickled into July. Some expect the proposals to increase capital
requirements by 20% at some banks.

Big banks �ght back: Currently, capital requirements apply to banks with assets of $250

billion or more. The new requirements would expand this to banks with assets of $100

billion or more, which means some regional banks that felt the pressure of the recent banking

crisis might need to bolster up their reserves.

Though the new requirements were devised after the 2008 financial crisis, banks fear that the

recent regional banking crisis will cause regulators to propose stricter requirements to ensure

soundness in the system. But Fed Chair Jerome Powell assured the industry that there will be a

90-day comment and feedback period after the proposal is released. Regulators will take all

comments into consideration, and the implementation of the new rule would be phased over

time.

Smaller banks spared: The new requirements have caused a stir among smaller lenders as

well.

But banks are pushing back on one piece of the proposal that increases capital charges on
non-interest revenue. This includes revenues collected from investment banking and credit

card fees.

The banks argue that increasing capital charges on non-interest revenue would be overkill in

risk mitigation for banks that have a higher proportion of non-interest income than interest

income.

Industry groups are encouraging �nancial regulators to put a cap on the amount of non-
interest revenue to which this capital charge would apply—but regulators haven’t given any

indication that they’ll do this.

Community banks voiced concerns about Fed Vice Chair Michael Barr’s wider review of

capital requirements for the US banking system in response to the year’s banking crisis.

https://content-na1.emarketer.com/us-banks-wrestle-with-threat-of-new-rules-that-will-drastically-increase-capital-requirements
https://www.americanbanker.com/news/powell-changes-to-capital-rules-wont-be-felt-for-some-years?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=V3_AB_Daily_2023%2B%27-%27%2B06222023&bt_ee=SK%2BOzaeWkLeg%2BSA5EMtLLRB%2BgwWMBpKmGIUDhT212aVg%2BYZ%2BEvX4GfybAbxi%2BLGo&bt_ts=1687435344998
https://www.reuters.com/business/finance/us-banks-push-back-regulators-prepare-international-capital-hikes-2023-06-22/
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A new approach: Aside from capital requirement updates, the Fed said it’s considering

additional methods to shore up confidence in the US banking system.

US financial regulators have a tough road ahead as they work to appease consumers, industry

participants, and domestic and global lawmakers. Their willingness to consider feedback and

try out new oversight mechanisms is promising. But they must be sure the flurry of changes

don’t put too much stress on already fragile banks.

This article originally appeared in Insider Intelligence’s Banking Innovation Brie�ng—a daily

recap of top stories reshaping the banking industry. Subscribe to have more hard-hitting

takeaways delivered to your inbox daily.

But Powell clarified that any changes that resulted from the review would apply to the largest

US banks, and banks with assets between $100 billion and $250 billion.

Any changes to capital requirements for banks with assets less than $100 billion would need

to be soundly justified.

The agency is contemplating adding behavioral scientists to its ranks who will help direct

supervisory oversight through a lens that di�ers from the economists and lawyers already on

the team.

It’s also considering reverse stress tests, which will look at what factors could cause a bank to

fail, rather than running the banks through various scenarios to see how they fare.
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https://www.bankingdive.com/news/fed-bank-supervision-barr-reverse-stress-test-behavioral-scientists/653498/
https://totalaccess.emarketer.com/MyAccount/EditProfile.aspx
https://www.insiderintelligence.com/become-a-client/?IR=T&itm_source=insider-intelligence&itm_medium=briefing&itm_campaign=bottom-cta

